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THE TRACE FIELD OF HYPERBOLIC GLUINGS
OLIVIER MILA
Abstract. We determine the adjoint trace field of gluings of gen-
eral hyperbolic manifolds. This provides a new method to prove the
nonarithmeticity of gluings, which can be applied to the classical con-
struction of Gromov and Piatetski-Shapiro (and generalizations) as
well as certain gluings of pieces of commensurable arithmetic mani-
folds. As an application we give many new examples of nonarithmetic
gluings and prove that the unique nonarithmetic Coxeter 5-simplex
is not commensurable to any gluing of arithmetic pieces.
1. Introduction
Introduced in 1987 by Gromov and Piatetski-Shapiro [7], the gluing
construction remains as of today the only known method to produce
nonarithmetic hyperbolic manifolds in arbitrary dimensions. More re-
cently, Raimbault [14] and Gelander and Levit [6] generalized it to show
the existence of “many” non-commensurable manifolds of bounded vol-
ume. Also, the construction of Belolipetsky and Thomson [2] (general-
izing ideas of Agol [1]) of manifolds with arbitrarily short systole uses
doubling — a particular type of gluing.
In the study of general hyperbolic manifolds such as those, a central
role is played by algebraic invariants — the most famous being the in-
variant trace field and invariant quaternion algebra in dimension 2 and
3 (see [10]). In his paper [17], Vinberg introduces similar invariants for
Zariski-dense subgroups of linear groups: the adjoint trace field and the
ambient group (see Section 2 for definitions). By Borel’s Density Theo-
rem, any lattice in POpn, 1q˝ is Zariski-dense, and thus the adjoint trace
field can be seen as a generalization of the invariant trace field to hyper-
bolic manifolds of higher dimensions. For an arithmetic manifold, the
adjoint trace field and the ambient group coincide with the field and al-
gebraic group used in its definition (see [13, Prop. 2.5]), and for Coxeter
groups, Vinberg himself computes these invariants in Section 4 of his
paper [17].
This work is supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation, Project numbers
PP00P2_157583 and P2BEP2_188144.
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2 OLIVIER MILA
This article is concerned with the computation of the adjoint trace field
(hereafter trace field) and the ambient group for manifolds arising from
gluings. After defining gluings in their general form (Definition 2.1) we
show that the gluing isometry (the isometry used to identify the boundary
hypersurfaces) naturally admits a field of definition (Lemma 2.2). We
then prove (Theorem 3.1) that this field of definition coincides with the
trace field of the gluing.
In Section 4 we use Theorem 3.1 to compute the trace field of the
“classical” gluings of Gromov–Piatetski-Shapiro and their generalizations
[7, 14, 6] (assuming canonical gluing isometries, see Section 4). Note that
these gluings all use pieces of non-commensurable arithmetic manifolds
(recall that a piece of a hyperbolic manifold M is the completion of
M ´N1Y ¨ ¨ ¨YNr, where the Ni are disjoint finite-volume hypersurfaces
in M). Also, we prove that doubling does not increase the trace field
(Proposition 5.5) and thus the manifolds of Agol–Belolipetsky–Thomson
[1, 2] all have the same trace field as the original arithmetic manifolds
(this was already proven in [15]).
An important application of our work is that it provides a new method
to prove nonarithmeticity of certain gluings. It leads to particularly
interesting and surprising results when applied to gluings of pieces of
commensurable manifolds, as the next theorem shows:
Theorem 1.1. Let k “ Q or Qp?2q. For each even n “ 2m ě 4,
there exists an n-manifold M with trace field K of arbitrary large degree
d “ rK : ks obtained as a gluing of pieces of pairwise commensurable
arithmetic manifolds with trace field k. In particular, if d ą 1, M is
nonarithmetic.
In fact one can also obtain nonarithmetic gluings using only one piece.
If M is a hyperbolic manifold containing a non-separating hypersurface
N ĂM , we call a twist of M any manifold obtained by cutting M along
N and gluing it back together using a different isometry N Ñ N (see
Section 6). We show:
Theorem 1.2. Let K “ kp?aq be a totally real quadratic extension of the
number field k. Assume either that k ‰ Q and a R Q, or that k “ Q and
a P Z is odd. Then for each even n “ 2m ě 4 there exists an n-manifold
M with trace field K obtained by twisting an arithmetic manifold with
trace field k. In particular, M is nonarithmetic.
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It is clear from both theorems that the gluing isometry plays an es-
sential role for nonarithmeticity; this contrasts with the methods used
in [7, 14, 6] (see Section 4). As these gluings use pieces of commensu-
rable manifolds and have increased trace field, they are new examples of
nonarithmetic manifolds, both in the compact and non-compact setting.
Observe also that the twists from Theorem 1.2 have the same volume as
the original arithmetic manifolds.
More precise versions of these results are given in Theorem 4.4, Ex-
amples 4.1 and 4.2 for Theorem 1.1 and Examples 6.1 and 6.2 for Theo-
rem 1.2. Observe that the restrictions imposed on the fields k and K are
only technical assumptions used to simplify the proofs, and could proba-
bly be removed with more careful computations. However, the fact that
these manifolds have even dimension is necessary: in Theorem 6.2 we
prove that gluing odd dimensional pieces of commensurable arithmetic
manifolds never increases the trace field.
An application of this even-odd dimensional dichotomy is the following.
Let ∆5 denote the Coxeter 5-simplex with the following diagram:
4
It was shown by Fisher et. al. [5] that the orbifold ∆5zH5 is not commen-
surable to a gluing of pieces of non-commensurable arithmetic manifolds.
Using Theorem 6.2 we improve this result by showing:
Theorem 1.3. The orbifold ∆5zH5 is not commensurable to any gluing
of pieces of arithmetic manifolds, commensurable or not.
It is not known if such objects exist in higher dimensions. In particular,
Questions 0.4 of [7] are still open.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the neces-
sary background, we define gluings, gluing isometries and their fields of
definition. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the main theorem (Theo-
rem 3.1). In Section 4, we compute the trace fields of the classical gluing
constructions of [7, 14, 6] and prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 5 we expose
various corollaries such as:
‚ Proposition 5.1: A gluing containing (among others) two pieces
of non-commensurable arithmetic manifolds is nonarithmetic.
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‚ Theorem 5.2: Each gluing operation increases the trace field by
at most a quadratic extension.
‚ Proposition 5.5: Doubling does not change the trace field.
Finally, in Section 6 we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
Acknowledgements: Most of the results in this article are contained in
the author’s PhD thesis [12]. The author thanks Vincent Emery for many
helpful suggestions and discussions, and Jean Raimbault and Matthew
Stover for their comments.
2. Gluings and fields of definition
In this paper all manifolds are hyperbolic and complete of finite vol-
ume. Furthermore, manifolds with boundary are assumed to have totally
geodesic boundary components that are themselves of finite volume. Let
M be a manifold with (possibly empty) boundary. Then its universal
cover ĂM is either Hn or an intersection of half spaces in Hn. Thus M
can be written as ΓzĂM , where Γ Ă POpn, 1q is a discrete torsion-free
subgroup stabilizing ĂM . If M has boundary then Γ is not a lattice,
but it is still almost Zariski-dense in POpn, 1q, by which we mean that
ΓXPOpn, 1q˝ is Zariski-dense in POpn, 1q˝ (see [7, Cor. 1.7b]). IfN Ă BM
is a hypersurface, then its pre-image in ĂM consists of a disjoint union of
hyperplanes in BĂM ; we call those hyperplane lifts of N .
The (adjoint) trace field ofM “ ΓzĂM is the field Qpttr Ad γ | γ P Γquq,
where Ad denotes adjoint representation. It is invariant under com-
mensurability [17, Th. 3]. By [17, Th. 1] this is also the smallest field
k such that there exists an algebraic k-group G and an isomorphism
GpRq – POpn, 1q˝ such that ΓXPOpn, 1q˝ Ă Gpkq via this isomorphism.
By Zariski-density, G is unique up to k-isomorphism; we call it the am-
bient group of Γ X POpn, 1q˝. Since Γ is contained in a lattice, its trace
field is always a number field (see [18, Chap. 1, §6]).
Assume that M contains (in its interior or in its boundary) an im-
mersed hypersurface N . Then the Zariski-closure of StabΓXPOpn,1q˝ N is
a k-form of POpn´1, 1q˝ in G. Thus the ambient group of ΓXPOpn, 1q˝
must be of the form PO˝f , where f is a quadratic form over k (see [9]).
Hence the above isomorphism extends to POf pRq – POpn, 1q, such that
the image of Γ lies in POf pkq. We will (by abuse of terminology) call
POf the ambient group of Γ.
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For a quadratic form f of signature pn, 1q, let Hf denote the f -hyper-
boloid model for hyperbolic space: Hf “ tx P Rn`1 | fpxq “ ´1u{t˘1u.
Its group of isometries is POf pRq. Then one can see the universal coverĂM in Hf in such a way that M “ ΓzĂM , with Γ Ă POf pkq. We will call
a model for M any choice of universal cover ĂM Ă Hf and monodromy
representation Γ Ă POf pkq such that M “ ΓzĂM .
We are now ready to define gluings.
Definition 2.1. (1) Let M1,M2 be manifolds with boundary hav-
ing isometric boundary components N1 Ă BM1 and N2 Ă BM2.
Let ϕ : N1 Ñ N2 be an isometry. Then the adjunction space
M1 Yϕ M2 “ M1 \M2{ „ϕ, where „ϕ is the relation generated
by x „ϕ ϕpxq for x P N1 is called the interbreeding of M1 and M2
along ϕ.
(2) Let M1 be a manifold with boundary, and let N1, N2 Ă BM1 be
isometric boundary components. Let ϕ : N1 Ñ N2 be an isometry.
Then the quotient spaceM1{ „ϕ, with„ϕ the equivalence relation
generated by x „ϕ ϕpxq for x P N1 is called the closing up of M1
along ϕ.
(3) If M is a set of manifolds with boundary, we let Mgl denote the
smallest set containing M and closed under interbreedings and
closing ups. Elements of Mgl are called gluings of M.
In both (1) and (2), we call ϕ the gluing isometry. It follows from [7,
§2.10.B] that gluings have a complete structure of hyperbolic manifold
with boundary.
Let M be a manifold. A piece of M is the manifold with boundary
obtained by taking the completion of M ´ N1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Nr, where the Ni
are disjoint hypersurfaces. If A denotes the set of all pieces of arithmetic
manifolds (or arithmetic pieces for short), then the manifolds constructed
by Gromov and Piatetski-Shapiro [7] as well as their generalizations men-
tioned in the introduction are all elements of Agl.
We now define extensions of gluing isometries. Let M1,M2 be man-
ifolds with boundary, and let N1 Ă BM1 and N2 Ă BM2 be isometric
boundary components. Here we allow the case M1 “ M2 in order to
treat both interbreeding and closing up at once. For i “ 1, 2, let ki be
the trace field of Mi. Choose models ĂMi Ă Hfi for Mi with monodromy
representations Γi Ă POfipkiq and hyperplane lifts Ri Ă BĂMi of Ni ĂMi.
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Observe that both cases M1 “ M2,ĂM1 ‰ ĂM2 and M2 “ other copy of
M1,ĂM1 “ ĂM2 are allowed.
An extension of the gluing isometry ϕ : N1 Ñ N2 is an isometry
φ : Hf1 Ñ Hf2 sending R1 to R2 and such that the following diagram
commutes (where the vertical maps are the coverings):
R1 R2
N1 N2.
φ
ϕ
In terms of monodromy representations, this implies in particular that:
φ StabΓ1pR1qφ´1 “ StabΓ2pR2q.
Observe that such an isometry is always induced by some Aφ P GLnpRq
such that f2 ˝ Aφ “ f1. Let k denote the composition of the fields
k1 and k2. Then the base extensions POf1,k and POf2,k are algebraic
groups defined over k and conjugation by Aφ induces an isomorphism of
algebraic groups Φ: pPOf1,kqR Ñ pPOf2,kqR. The field of definition of
the extension φ is then the field of definition of the algebraic morphism
Φ, i.e., the smallest field K with k Ă K Ă R over which Φ is defined
(this field exists by [8, Cor. 4.8.11]).
The next lemma (whose proof will be given in the next section) shows
that this field actually only depends on the gluing isometry ϕ.
Lemma 2.2. Any two extensions of a gluing isometry have the same
field of definition.
This justifies the following definition:
Definition 2.3. The field of definition of a gluing isometry is the field
of definition of any extension.
3. Main Theorem
The goal of this section is to prove the main theorem of this article:
Theorem 3.1. Let M be constructed by interbreeding M1 with M2 or
closing up M1. Then the trace field of M coincides with the field of
definition of the gluing isometry.
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First we prove Lemma 2.2. In what follows, we will often make use
of the elementary fact that a morphism Φ: POf1,R Ñ POf2,R sending
an almost Zariski-dense subgroup Γ Ă POf1pkq into POf2pkq is itself
defined over k (see [12, Prop. 2.13]).
Proof of Lemma 2.2. LetM1,M2 be manifolds with boundary (as before,
we allow the case M1 “M2 to include closing ups). Let ϕ : N1 Ă BM1 Ñ
N2 Ă BM2 be a gluing isometry, let φ, φ1 be two extensions and let Φ,Φ1
be the corresponding isomorphisms on the ambient groups. By definition,
φ and φ1 can be defined using arbitrary models for M1 and M2. The first
step is to reduce the proof to the case where both φ and φ1 are defined
on the same fixed models for M1 and M2.
Let ĂM Ă Hf and ĂM 1 Ă Hf 1 be two models forM1, with corresponding
monodromy representations Γ Ă POf pk1q and Γ1 Ă POf 1pk1q where k1
is the trace field of M1. By uniqueness of universal covers, there exists
an isometry ψ1 : ĂM Ñ ĂM 1 which extends to an isometry ψ1 : Hf Ñ Hf 1 ,
in such a way that Ψ1pΓq “ ψ1 Γψ´11 “ Γ1, where Ψ1 : POf,R Ñ POf 1,R
is the isomorphism induced by ψ1. Since Γ is (almost) Zariski-dense in
POf and Γ1 Ă POf pkq, the isomorphism Ψ1 is defined over k1. Similarly,
for M2 any two choices of models give rise to such an isomorphism Ψ2 of
the ambient groups, which is defined over k2, the trace field of M2.
Now changing the models ofM1 andM2 in an extension φ of ϕ amounts
to replacing the induced isomorphism Φ with Ψ1 ˝ Φ ˝ Ψ´12 , for Ψ1, Ψ2
defined as above. Since Ψi is defined over ki, and since the field of
definition k of Φ contains (by definition) both k1 and k2, we see that k
equals the field of definition of Ψ1 ˝ Φ ˝Ψ´12 .
Therefore, for i “ 1, 2, we can fix a model ĂMi Ă Hfi for Mi with
monodromy representation Γi Ă POfipkiq, and assume that both exten-
sions φ and φ1 are maps Hf1 Ñ Hf2 . Moreover, since all hyperplane lifts
Ri Ă BĂMi of Ni Ă BMi are in the same Γi-orbit, we can assume (up to
replacing φ1 by γ2 ˝ φ1 ˝ γ1 for some γ1 P Γ1 and γ2 P Γ2) that there are
hyperplane lifts R1 Ă BM1 of N1 and R2 Ă BM2 of N2 such that both φ
and φ1 send R1 to R2. Observe that since conjugation by γi P Γi is an
operation defined over ki, the same argument as before implies that we
do not change the field of definition of Φ1.
Now since both φ and φ1 are extensions of the same ϕ : N1 Ñ N2, the
isometry φ´1 ˝ φ1 fixes R1, and induces the trivial isometry N1 Ñ N1.
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Therefore, φ´1 ˝ φ1 “ γ or ρ1γ, where γ P StabΓ1pR1q and ρ1 is the
reflection about R1. Since γ fixes R1, we can again replace φ1 with
φ1 ˝ γ´1 (as before without changing the field of definition of Φ1) to
obtain that φ´1 ˝ φ1 P t1, ρ1u. It follows that Φ1 “ Φ ˝ Ψ, where
Ψ P tid, conjugation by ρ1u. Since ρ1 P POf1pk1q by [4, Lem. 2.1] we
see that the fields of definition of Φ and Φ1 coincide, as desired. 
Before going into the proof of Theorem 3.1, we give a small lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let M1 be a piece of the manifold M . Let k1 (resp. k) and
POf1 (resp. POf) denote the trace field and the ambient group of M1
(resp. M). Then k1 Ă k and POf – POf1,k.
Proof. The inclusion of the trace fields is clear from the definition. For
the ambient groups, letM1 “ Γ1zĂM1 (resp.M “ ΓzĂM) be models forM1
(resp. M) with Γ1 Ă POf1pk1q (resp. Γ Ă POf pkq). Then the inclusion
M1 ãÑ M lifts to an isometry ϕ : Hf1 Ñ Hf sending ĂM1 inside ĂM and
such that ϕΓ1ϕ´1 “ StabΓpĂM1q. Hence the isomorphism Φ: POf1,R Ñ
POf,R induced by ϕ sends Γ1 Ă POf1pk1q Ă POf1pkq into Γ Ă POf pkq.
Since Γ1 is (almost) Zariski-dense, Φ is defined over k. 
We are ready for the:
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As before, we setM2 “M1 in the closing up case.
Let ϕ denote the gluing isometry. For i “ 1, 2 let ĂMi Ă Hfi be a model
for Mi with associated monodromy representation Γi Ă POfipkiq, where
ki is the trace field of Mi, and let ĂM Ă Hf , Γ Ă POf pKq be defined
similarly for M . Let Ni Ă Mi denote the gluing hypersurfaces, and
Ri Ă BĂMi some fixed hyperplane lifts. Finally let N Ă M denote the
glued hypersurface.
By (the proof of) Lemma 3.2, k1 Ă K and we can assume (up to
replacing f with f1) that ĂM1 Ă ĂM Ă Hf1 and that the corresponding
monodromy representation Γ Ă POf1pKq is such that Γ1 “ StabΓpĂM1q.
In particular we see that R1 is a hyperplane lift of N ĂM .
Similarly, the same argument gives an isometry α : Hf2 Ñ Hf1 such
that αΓ2α´1 “ StabΓpαĂM2q. We can make further assumptions on α:
in the interbreeding case we can choose it such that αR2 “ R1 and
Γ “ xΓ1, αΓ2α´1y, and in the closing up case, since M2 “ M1, we can
pick α so that αĂM2 “ ĂM1 and αΓ2α´1 “ Γ1.
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Now we define an isometry φ : Hf1 Ñ Hf2 . In the interbreeding case,
we just set φ “ α´1. In the closing up case, it follows from the con-
struction of M that there is an η P Γ sending R1 to αR2 such that
Γ “ xΓ1, ηy; we set φ “ α´1 ˝ η. In both cases, we have constructed an
isometry φ : Hf1 Ñ Hf2 sending R1 to R2 which by construction induces
the isometry ϕ : N1 Ñ N2. In other words, φ is an extension of ϕ.
Let Φ: POf1,R Ñ POf2,R denote the isomorphism induced via conju-
gation by φ. Let kϕ be the field of definition of ϕ (and recall that K
denotes the trace field of Γ). By construction, Φ´1 sends the (almost)
Zariski-dense subgroup Γ2 Ă POf2pKq into Γ Ă POf1pKq. This shows
that Φ´1 (hence also Φ) is defined over K, and we get kϕ Ă K.
We now show the reverse inclusion: K Ă kϕ. For the interbreeding
case, it suffices to contemplate the generating set for Γ given above to
note that Γ Ă POf2pkϕq, which implies K Ă kϕ.
Finally for the closing up case we need to show that η P POf1pkϕq.
Since POf1 is adjoint, it is equivalent to show that the isomorphism
η¯ : POf1,R Ñ POf1,R induced via conjugation is defined over kϕ. The α
from above induces via conjugation a map α¯ : POf2,R Ñ POf1,R which
sends Γ2 to Γ1. It is therefore defined over k1 “ k2, and thus also over kϕ.
Since η “ α´1 ˝ φ, we see that η¯ is also defined over kϕ. This completes
the proof of the closing up case, and thus also that of Theorem 3.1. 
4. The classical gluings
In this section we compute the trace field of the classical gluings of Gro-
mov and Piatetski-Shapiro [7] and of their generalizations [14, 6]. In these
constructions, the gluing isometry is usually not specified. For nonarith-
meticity, this is not needed, since gluing pieces of non-commensurable
arithmetic manifolds always results in nonarithmetic manifolds (see the
commensurability criterions [7, §1.6], [14, Prop. 2.1] and [6, Prop. 3.3]);
we will give a proof of this using the trace field in Proposition 5.1. For
trace field computations however, the knowledge of the gluing isometry is
crucial. Hence we first define canonical gluing isometries for arithmetic
pieces of a given shape.
Let k Ă R be a totally real number field, and let f0 “ f0px0, . . . , xn´1q
be a quadratic form over k. Assume f0 has signature pn, 1q and that σf0
is positive definite for all non-trivial embeddings σ : k ãÑ R (we will say
that f0 is admissible). For any totally positive a P k set fa “ f0 ` ax2n.
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From the conditions on f0 and a, it follows that the image Γa of the
group OfapOkq “ Ofapkq X GLn`1pOkq in POfa defines an arithmetic
lattice in POfapRq. The hyperplane Ra “ txn “ 0u Ă Hfa projects onto
an immersed hypersurface Na “ StabΓapRaqzRa in the orbifold ΓazHfa .
More precisely, if Γ0 is the image of Of0pOkq in POf0 , then:
(1) The map Hf0 Ñ Ra;x ÞÑ px, 0q induces an orbifold isometry
Γ0zHf0 – StabΓapRaqzRa.
Let Sa be another hyperplane lift of Na. Then there exists γ P Γa with
γSa “ Ra, and thus:
(2) The map Sa Ñ Ra;x ÞÑ γx induces an isometry
StabΓapSaqzSa Ñ StabΓapRaqzRa – Γ0zHf0 .
Now for a, b P k, assume that Γ1a Ă Γa and Γ1b Ă Γb are normal finite-
index subgroups that are compatible, in the sense that there is a fixed
finite index subgroup Γ10 Ă Γ0 such that (1) holds for Γ10,Γ1a and Γ10,Γ1b
in place of Γ0,Γa. This holds for instance for principal congruence sub-
groups of common level. By normality, it is easy to see that (2) holds
as well, with Γ1a (resp. Γ1b) in place of Γa, for any choice of γ P Γa (resp.
Γb) with γSa “ Ra (resp. γSb “ Rb). This gives (at least) one isometry
N 1a – Γ10zHf0 – N 1b for each hypersurfacesN 1a Ă Γ1azHfa andN 1b Ă Γ1bzHfb
lifting Na and Nb respectively. We call such an isometry canonical.
Next we define fundamental arithmetic pieces. Let Λa be a finite-index
principal congruence subgroup of Γa; we can choose it such that:
(1) Λa is torsion-free (Selberg’s lemma) and ΛazHfa is orientable.
(2) The hyperplane Ra projects down to an embedded orientable hy-
persurface N 1a in ΛazHfa , by [2, Lem. 3.1].
We will call fundamental arithmetic piece a manifold obtained as the
completion of Γ1azHfa ´ N1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Nr where Γ1a is a subgroup of Λa,
normal in Γa, and Ni are disjoint lifts of N 1a all isometric to N 1a. By
[6, Prop. 4.3], we can find fundamental arithmetic pieces with any even
number of boundary components. For later reference, we will also call
the manifold Γ1azHfa a fundamental arithmetic manifold.
Finally, for i P t1, . . . , ru let ai P k be totally positive and let Mi
be a fundamental arithmetic piece of Γ1aizHfai . By choosing a common
level for the congruence subgroups Λai above, one can ensure that all
Γ1ai are pairwise compatible. This means that there is a fixed Γ
1
0 Ă Γ0
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(which is a congruence subgroup) such that the map Γ10zHf0 Ñ ΓaizHfai
is an isometric embedding. In this context there are canonical isometries
between all the boundary hypersurfaces of the Mi.
Theorem 4.1. LetM be a gluing involving fundamental arithmetic pieces
of the Γ1aizHfai . Assume all the gluing isometries are canonical. Then
the trace field of M is
K “ kp?aiaj | 1 ď i, j ď rq “ kp?a1a2, . . . ,?a1arq.
Proof. At each gluing step, an extension of the gluing isometry is:
φ : Hfai Hfai Hfaj Hfaj
γi ψ γj
where γi P Γai , γj P Γaj and ψ is induced by x ÞÑ Ax, where A is the
matrix
A “
˜
I 0
0
a
aj{ai
¸
.
If the gluing happens between the manifolds M1 and M2 (of trace fields
k1 and k2 respectively), then the field of definition of φ is clearly the
composition of the fields k1, k2 and kp
a
aj{aiq “ kp?aiajq. The theorem
follows by induction. 
Two particular instances of this theorem are:
Corollary 4.2. Let M be a gluing of Gromov–Piatetski-Shapiro [7]. As-
sume the pieces used are fundamental arithmetic pieces constructed using
the quadratic forms fa and fb defined over k, and that the gluing isometry
is canonical. Then the trace field of M is kp?abq.
Corollary 4.3. Let M be a gluing of Gelander–Levit [6]. Assume the
building blocks are fundamental arithmetic pieces constructed using the
quadratic forms fa1 , . . . , fa6 defined over k, and that the gluing isometries
are canonical. Then the trace field of M is kp?a1a2, . . . ,?a1a6q.
The key fact is that Theorem 4.1 can be used with pieces of commen-
surable manifolds to produce nonarithmetic manifolds.
Theorem 4.4. Let K “ Qp?a1, . . . ,?arq be an arbitrary totally real
multiquadratic extension of Q. Then for n ” 2 pmod 4q there exists an
n-manifold M of trace field K obtained as a gluing of pieces of pairwise
commensurable arithmetic manifolds of trace field Q.
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Proof. Consider the quadratic forms
f0 “ ´x20 ` x21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x2n´1 and fi “ f0 ` aix2n.
Theorem 4.1 implies the existence of a gluing M with trace field K con-
structed from fundamental arithmetic pieces using the quadratic forms fi
with canonical gluing isometries. Thus we only need to show that all the
arithmetic groups are commensurable, i.e., that the forms fi are similar.
It suffices to show that af0 – f0 for any positive a P Q, since then
we have ajfi – aif0 ` aiajx2n “ aifj. The discriminants of f0 and af0
coincide, since the number of variables is even. Moreover, setting δn “ ´1
and δi “ 1 for i ă n, one has for any prime p:
ppaf0q “
ź
iăj
paδi, aδjqp “ pa, aq
pn´1qpn´2q
2
p pa,´aqn´1p .
The term pa,´aqp equals 1 by standard properties of the Hilbert symbol,
and since n ” 2 pmod 4q, the exponent of pa, aqp is even. Therefore
ppaf0q “ 1 “ ppf0q for any prime p and any a. 
We end this section by giving both compact and non-compact examples
in any even dimension of gluings of pieces of commensurable arithmetic
manifolds realizing trace fields of arbitrary large degree. These together
with Theorem 4.4 imply Theorem 1.1 of the introduction.
Example 4.1. Let n ” 0 pmod 4q and let f0 be the quadratic form from
the proof of Theorem 4.4. For a P Z we have ppaf0q “ pa, aqppa,´aqp “
pa,´1qp “
´
´1
p
¯vppaq
for each prime p. For r ě 1, let a1, . . . , ar be distinct
primes ” 1 pmod 4q; they exist by Dirichlet’s Theorem on arithmetic
progressions. Such ai fulfill
´
´1
ai
¯
“ 1, and it follows that aif0 – f0. By
the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 one obtains a gluing
M of trace field Qp?a1, . . . ,?arq of degree 2r, for any r ě 1.
Example 4.2. Let k “ Qp?2q and consider for even n “ 2m the qua-
dratic form f0 “ ´
?
2x20`x21`¨ ¨ ¨`x2n´1. Let A “ ta1, a2, . . . u be the set
of primes in k that split in kp
a
´?2q (resp. kp
a?
2q) if n ” 0 pmod 4q
(resp. n ” 2 pmod 4q). Then A is infinite (a consequence of Chebotarev’s
Density Theorem). We claim that aif0 – f0 for every i ě 1. Indeed, as
in the proof of Theorem 4.4, the discriminants of aif0 and f0 coincide,
and for each place v of k, we have
vpaif0q “ p´
?
2ai, aiqn´1v pai, aiq
pn´1qpn´2q
2
v .
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If n ” 0 pmod 4q, this quantity equals p´?2ai, aiqvpai, aiqv “ p´
?
2, aiqv.
Since ai splits in kp
a
´?2q, we have ai “ b2 `
?
2c2 for some b, c P k.
Hence the equation ´?2x2 ` aiy2 “ z2 has a solution in k, and thus
p´?2, aiqv “ 1 for each place v. Similarly, if n ” 2 pmod 4q, we have
vpaif0q “ p
?
2, aiqv “ 1 for each place v. Proceeding again as in the proof
of Theorem 4.4, we get a manifold M of trace field kp?a1, . . . ,?arq of
degree 2r, for any r ě 1.
5. Corollaries and auxiliary results
This section is devoted to general results and consequences of Theo-
rem 3.1 about gluing constructions involving arbitrary manifolds. We
start with a proposition which follows actually directly from Lemma 3.2.
Proposition 5.1. Let M be a gluing involving (among others) two man-
ifolds with boundary M1 and M2. Assume that M1 and M2 are pieces of
non-commensurable arithmetic manifolds. Then M is nonarithmetic.
Proof. For i “ 1, 2, let ki denote the trace field of Mi and let POfi
denote its ambient group. Then ki (resp. POfi) is the trace field (resp.
the ambient group) of the arithmetic manifold Mi is a piece of, see [4,
Lem. 2.5]. By Lemma 3.2, if k denotes the trace field of M then k1 and
k2 are subfields of k and POf1,k – POf2,k. Now if M is arithmetic, its
ambient group is admissible. This forces k “ k1 “ k2 and POf1 – POf2 ,
and thus the corresponding arithmetic manifolds are commensurable. 
The next result controls how large the trace field gets under interbreed-
ings and closing ups.
Theorem 5.2. (1) Let M1 and M2 be manifolds with boundary, of
trace fields k1 and k2 respectively. Let M be obtained by inter-
breeding M1 with M2. Then the trace field of M is contained in
a quadratic extension of k1k2, the composition of k1 and k2.
(2) Let M1 be a manifold with boundary of trace field k1. Let M be
obtained by closing up M1. Then the trace field of M is contained
in a quadratic extension of k1.
Proof. We treat both cases at once by setting M2 “ M1 in the closing
up case. Let k “ k1k2 (resp. k1) in the interbreeding (resp. closing up)
case. Let ĂMi Ă Hfi be a model for Mi, and let Ni Ă Mi denote the
gluing hypersurface. Up to choosing a different orthogonal basis for fi,
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we may assume that fi “ qi ` aix2n for some quadratic form qi and that
the hyperplane Ri Ă Hfi corresponding to txn “ 0u is a hyperplane lift of
Ni ĂMi. The isometry ϕ : N1 Ñ N2 is induced by a matrix A0 P GLnpkq
such that q2 ˝ A0 “ λq1, for some λ P k. Thus up to replacing f2 with
λ´1pf2 ˝ Aq “ q1 ` λ´1a2x2n, where
A “
˜
A0 0
0 1
¸
and conjugating the monodromy representations accordingly, we can as-
sume that f2 “ q1 ` a2x2n. Now by construction, using these models, the
matrix
B “
˜
I 0
0
a
a1{a2.
¸
is such that f2 ˝ B “ f1, and thus induces an isometry φ : Hf1 Ñ Hf2
which is an extension of the original gluing isometry ϕ. Therefore the
trace field of M is contained in kpaa1{a2q “ kp?a1a2q, as desired. 
Inductively, we find:
Corollary 5.3. Let M be a gluing of manifolds with boundary, all of
which have trace field k. Then the trace field of M is a multiquadratic
extension of k of degree at most 2r, where r is the number of gluing
operations (interbreeding or closing up).
Remark 5.4. This gives another proof of Theorem 2.7 in [4]. If the pieces
are fundamental pieces with canonical gluing isometries, Theorem 4.1
even permits an exact computation of the trace field.
The next result shows that doubling does not change the trace field.
Proposition 5.5. Let M1 be a manifold with boundary, and let M be its
double. Then the trace field of M equals that of M1.
Proof. The double ofM1 can be realized by interbreeding firstM1 with a
copy of itself, and then closing up the remaining boundary components.
At each step, we choose the same model in Hf for the two pieces in the
interbreeding case (resp. one piece in the closing up case) with the same
hyperplane lift for the two hypersurfaces that are to be glued together.
It is then clear that the identity Hf Ñ Hf is a valid extension of the
gluing isometry. Thus the trace field remains untouched. 
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Since the manifolds constructed in [1, 2] are doubles, we get:
Corollary 5.6. Let M be a manifold of Agol-Belolipetsky-Thomson [1,
2]. Then its trace field equals the trace field of the arithmetic manifold
used in its construction (i.e., it is quasi-arithmetic in the sense of [16]).
Remark 5.7. This was already proved in [15]. In order to investigate
the commensurability of those manifolds, one can use a finer invariant
called the adjoint trace ring, see [11].
The final result of this section shows that closing up does not change
the trace field when the dimension is odd.
Proposition 5.8. Let M1 be an odd dimensional manifold with bound-
ary. Let M be obtained by closing up M1 at any two isometric boundary
components. Then the trace field of M equals that of M1.
Proof. Let ĂM Ă Hf be a model for M1 with corresponding monodromy
representation Γ Ă POf pkq, where k is the trace field of M1. Let
N1, N2 be two isometric boundary components of M1 with hyperplane
lifts R1, R2 Ă BĂM and let ϕ : N1 Ñ N2 be a gluing isometry. Let
φ P POf pRq be an extension of ϕ such that φpR1q “ R2. By Theo-
rem 3.1, it is enough to show that φ P POf pkq.
Let Φ: POf,R Ñ POf,R denote the isomorphism induced via conjuga-
tion by φ. Let σ be a k-automorphism of C. Then σΦ is induced via
conjugation by σpφq. Let G0 denote the Zariski-closure of StabΓpR1q in
POf . As StabΓpR1q Ă POf pkq, the maps Φ and σΦ must agree on it.
Therefore, Φ´1 ˝ σΦ is the identity on StabΓpR1q, and thus also on G0 by
Zariski-density. It follows that φ´1σpφq commutes with every element of
G0. Since POf is adjoint, this implies σpφq “ φ or σpφq “ φρ (where ρ
is the reflection at R1). Moreover, since ρ P POf pkq by Lemma 2.1 of
[4], we have σpφρq “ σpφqρ and thus σ acts on the set tφ, φρu.
Since n is odd, the algebraic group POf has two connected compo-
nents, and PO˝f pRq consists of the orientation-preserving isometries of
Hf . It follows that the set PO˝f X tφ, φρu contains exactly one element.
Now as PO˝f is defined over k, it is stable under σ. Thus σ fixes one, and
hence both elements of tφ, φρu, i.e., σpφq “ φ. Since σ was arbitrary, we
get φ P POf pkq, as desired. 
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6. Examples and applications
Let M be a manifold containing a non-separating hypersurface N .
Recall that a twist of M (at N) is any manifold obtained by closing up
the piece M1 of M defined as the completion of M ´N .
The goal of this section is twofold. First we produce examples where
twisting arithmetic manifolds increases the trace field, as promised in
Theorem 1.2. In particular, these twists will all be nonarithmetic. Sec-
ond, we will use the results from the preceding sections to show that the
Coxeter simplex ∆5 defined in the introduction is not commensurable to
any arithmetic gluing, thereby proving Theorem 1.3.
The tool we use to construct twists is the following:
Lemma 6.1. Let f0px0, . . . , xn´1q be an admissible quadratic form over
a totally real number field k Ă R, and let a P kˆ´pkˆq2 be totally positive
such that f0 – af0. Assume there exists a matrix A0 P GLnpkq such that
(1) f0 ˝ A0 “ af0,
(2) 1
a
A20 P Of0pOkq.
Then there exists a twist M of the arithmetic manifold corresponding to
f “ f0` x2n having trace field kp
?
aq. In particular, M is nonarithmetic.
Proof. Let ΓzHf be a fundamental arithmetic manifold constructed using
f (see Section 4). Let R “ txn “ 0u Ă Hf ; by definition, there is
an arithmetic manifold ΛzHf0 such that the map ΛzHf0 Ñ ΓzHf is an
isometric embedding, and we can assume that its image is non-separating.
Let g denote the image of 1?
a
A0 in POf0 . Since g2 is in the image of
Of0pOkq, we have gm P Λ for a suitable power m, and thus the group
Λ1 “ ΛXgΛg´1X¨ ¨ ¨Xgm´1Λg´m`1 is a finite index subgroup of Λ that is
normalized by g. Hence g induces an isometry ϕ ofN 1 “ Λ1zHf0 . Since Λ1
is geometrically finite, it is separable in Γ by [3, Cor. 1.12] and thus there
exists a finite index subgroup Γ1 Ă Γ such that the map Λ1zHf0 Ñ Γ1zHf
is an isometric embedding. Call N its image.
Let M1 be the piece obtained as the completion of Γ1zHf ´ N . Let
p : Hf  Γ1zHf be the covering map and let ĂM1,ĂM 11 Ă Hf be the two
connected components of p´1pM1q containing R in their boundary. ThenĂM1 and ĂM 11 are two models for M1 and if N1, N 11 are the boundary com-
ponents of M1, we have that R is a hyperplane lift of N1 in ĂM1 and of
N 11 in ĂM 11 (or vice versa).
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Let M be obtained via closing up M1 using the isometry ϕ. It is clear
that the isometry φ P POf pkp?aqq defined by the matrix˜
1?
a
A0 0
0 1
¸
is an extension of ϕ. If σ is the non-trivial k-automorphism of kp?aq, we
have σpφq “ φρ, where ρ is the reflection at the hyperplane R, and thus
φ R POf pkq. Hence the gluing isometry ϕ has field of definition kp?aq,
and by Theorem 3.1, this is also the trace field of M . 
In even dimensions, one can use the lemma to easily construct twists
of arithmetic manifolds which increase the trace field by a quadratic
extension. We will use the notation xa1, . . . , amy for the quadratic form
a1x
2
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` amx2m and K for orthogonal sum.
The first example shows how to realize Qp?dq, d odd, as the twist of
an arithmetic manifold with trace field Q, in any even dimension.
Example 6.1. Let d ą 0 be odd and square free. Write d “ 2b` 1 and
consider the following quadratic forms and matrices:
q1 “ x´1, 1y, A1 “
˜
b` 1 b
´b ´pb` 1q
¸
and q2 “ xd, 1y, A2 “
˜
0 1
d 0
¸
.
It is easily computed that qi ˝ Ai “ d qi and A2i “ dI. Therefore, one
can apply Lemma 6.1 to the quadratic form f0 “ q1 K q2 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K q2, and
the matrix A0 obtained as a block-diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
A1, A2, . . . , A2. The resulting twist M then has trace field Qp
?
dq.
Table 6 shows how to adapt the previous example to produce Qp?dq
for even d ď 42 (in even dimensions ě 4). This suggests that it is in fact
possible to realize every quadratic extension of Q as twists of arithmetic
manifolds of trace field Q. In the second example, we show how to realize
kp?bq, b P kzQ totally positive, as the twist of an arithmetic manifold
with trace field k.
Example 6.2. Let k be a totally real number field different from Q,
and let b P kzQ be totally positive. Up to scaling b with a square, we
can assume that b´ 1 has exactly one negative conjugate. Consider the
following quadratic forms and matrices:
q1 “ xb´ 1, 1y, A1 “
˜
1 1
b´ 1 ´1
¸
and q2 “ xb, 1y, A2 “
˜
0 1
b 0
¸
.
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As before, we have qi ˝ Ai “ bqi and A2i “ bI, and we can hence proceed
as in the previous example. Observe that the conditions on b ensure that
f0 is admissible. The resulting twist M has trace field kp
?
bq.
These two examples imply Theorem 1.2 of the introduction. The end
of this section is devoted to the proof that the orbifold ∆5zH5 is not
commensurable to any gluing of arithmetic pieces (Theorem 1.3). The
main tool is the following:
Theorem 6.2. Let M P Agl be an odd dimensional gluing of arithmetic
pieces. Assume all the pieces used in its construction come from com-
mensurable arithmetic manifolds, of trace field k. Then the trace field of
M equals k (it is quasi-arithmetic in the sense of [16]).
Proof. It is enough to show that using such pieces, the trace field does
not change under interbreedings and closing ups. Since the dimension
is odd, closing up does not change the trace field (by Proposition 5.8).
Assume thatM is constructed from interbreedingM1 with the arithmetic
piece M2. For i “ 1, 2, let ĂMi Ă Hfi be a model for Mi. From the proof
of Theorem 5.2, we can assume that fi “ q ` aix2n for a fixed quadratic
form q. Now since M2 is commensurable to an arithmetic piece in M1,
the forms f1 and f2 must be similar. Since n` 1 is even, f1 and f2 must
have the same discriminants, and this implies that a1{a2 is a square in
k. Therefore the extension used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 is defined
over k and the trace field of M is k, by Theorem 3.1. 
We are ready for the:
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Using their Angle Rigidity Theorem [5, Th. 4.1],
Fisher et. al. prove that the orbifold ∆5zH5 is not commensurable to
any gluing of pieces of non-commensurable arithmetic manifolds (see [5,
§6.2]). Assume it is commensurable to the gluing M of pieces of com-
mensurable arithmetic manifolds M1, . . . ,Mr. As shown for example in
[4], the orbifold ∆5zH5 (and thus M) has trace field Qp
?
2q and ambient
group POf with f “ ´x20` x21` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x25. By Lemma 3.2, the trace field
of the pieces (and thus of the Mi by Lemma 2.5 of [4]) is Q or Qp
?
2q.
Since POf,Qp?2q is not admissible, it must be Q. By Theorem 6.2, M
(and thus ∆5zH5) must have trace field Q as well, a contradiction. 
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Table 1. Twists realizing Qp?dq for even d ď 42.
Trace Field Quadratic forms Matrices
K “ Qp?2q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 1y
q2 “ x1, 1y
A1 “
ˆ 2 0 1 1
0 0 1 ´1
1 1 1 1
1 ´1 1 1
˙
A2 “ p 1 11 ´1 q
K “ Qp?6q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 2y
q2 “ x1, 2y
A1 “
ˆ 3 0 1 2
0 0 ´2 2
1 2 1 2
1 ´1 1 2
˙
A2 “ p 2 21 ´2 q
K “ Qp?10q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 1y
q2 “ x1, 1y
A1 “
ˆ 4 1 1 2
1 3 ´1 1
´1 1 1 ´3
2 1 3 2
˙
A2 “ p 1 33 ´1 q
K “ Qp?14q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 5y
q2 “ x1, 5y
A1 “
ˆ 4 1 1 0´1 ´1 ´3 5
´1 ´3 ´1 ´5
0 1 ´1 ´2
˙
A2 “ p 3 51 ´3 q
K “ Qp?22q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 2y
q2 “ x1, 2y
A1 “
ˆ 5 0 1 2
0 ´4 2 ´2
´1 2 1 ´6
´1 ´1 ´3 ´2
˙
A2 “ p 2 63 ´2 q
K “ Qp?26q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 1y
q2 “ x1, 1y
A1 “
ˆ 6 0 1 3
0 ´4 3 ´1
´1 3 3 ´3
´3 ´1 ´3 ´5
˙
A2 “ p 1 55 ´1 q
K “ Qp?30q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 5y
q2 “ x1, 5y
A1 “
ˆ 6 0 1 5
0 0 5 ´5
´1 5 ´1 ´5
´1 ´1 ´1 ´5
˙
A2 “ p 5 51 ´5 q
K “ Qp?34q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 1y
q2 “ x1, 1y
A1 “
ˆ 6 0 1 1
0 4 3 ´3
´1 3 ´5 ´1
´1 ´3 ´1 ´5
˙
A2 “ p 3 55 ´3 q
K “ Qp?38q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 2y
q2 “ x1, 2y
A1 “
ˆ 7 0 3 2
0 ´4 2 ´6
´3 2 ´5 ´6
´1 ´3 ´3 2
˙
A2 “ p 6 21 ´6 q
K “ Qp?42q q1 “ x´1, 1, 1, 6y
q2 “ x1, 6y
A1 “
ˆ 7 0 1 6
0 0 6 ´6
´1 6 ´1 ´6
´1 ´1 ´1 ´6
˙
A2 “ p 6 61 ´6 q
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